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Abstract

The objective of this study is an attempt to define a new design method merging
the introduction and continuous development of computer technology in the field of
building construction. The project will introduce an integrated computer system
based on current state-of-the-art technology and implementation of it through two
case studies which illustrate different applications. In addition this thesis will
demonstrate the potentials of the system as an analytic tool and a drawing aid for
teaching architectural design as well as for the professional practitioner. The
proposed system combines essentially a drafting system, a data base processing
system and a visual information system, which together furnish cross-referenced
graphic and numeric information of any entity (buildings, sites, technical
specifications, land use information,etc.). More than a design aid, the system
proposes through suitable information sources, retrieval and visualization of images
stored in a relational data base, using state-of-the-art emerging video and computer
technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer technology has improved enormously in performance, especially in

the world of microcomputers and software development. It seems clear that these

trends will continue. Past hostility among architects to the idea of incorporating

computers in the design process was caused in part by ignorance of the potentials of

computer technology but the fundamental reason undoubtedly was an economic

one. Earlier Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) systems required investments far

beyond the means of most architectural firms . Only the largest firms could afford

to invest in the expensive equipment and wait for the extended payback period.

The situation, however changed largely because of the emergence of very

small, cheap, and powerful microcomputers. Moreover, basic research conducted

over the last decade established some important new theoretical foundations for the

use of computer technology in the process of architectural design as well as in the

practice of architecture. The improvements in microcomputer hardware and the

development of software have opened a powerful potential for the field of

architecture. Two factors have contributed to the emergence of this potential

1. First, an increasingly broad range of performing software in CAD/CAM

is designed to be flexible enough for use by architects.

2. Second, the rapidly decreasing cost of software and hardware due to a

very competitive market has made their technology available for even

the smallest architectural offices.

Nevertheless there is still no integrated software available on the market

directed specifically for architectural design. Facing this "computerized

architectural" phenomenon, the architecture profession should consider strategies
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that will incorporate this technological development in an optimal way. One of

these strategies will be the object of this thesis. Such a strategy should target at

two objectives:

1. A new way of thinking and teaching architecture, as well as merging the

architectural design process with the computer aided design rationale.

2. Awareness of the potential and limitations of current software in terms

of architectural applications.

There is an obvious need for an integrated system which will use off-the-shelf

software but will be designed to be more suitable for architectural practice. The

study will attempt to define a new system of hardware and software for

architectural applications. It will present an integrated computer system based on

current state-of-the-art technology and it will illustrate its different applications in

two case studies.

Chapter I gives a general summary about the impact of the new technology in

the field of architecture. Chapter II describes the system components and explains

the reasons why those elements are selected to be part of an integrated system.

Chapter III presents two case studies : one in the context of building systems design

and the other in the context of planning for developing countries. Chapter IV

develops the potential of the system and suggests paths for future development.
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Chapter 1

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS:

Design in terms of integrated computer system.

1.1 Impact of State-of-the-Art Technology on Architectural Design.

There has always been a healthy scepticism among architects about computer-

aided-architectural design (CAAD). Architects tended to think that because

computers are wholly numerate and logical, they represent the antithesis to

creativity and therefore a likely constraint on design freedom. Pioneering

integrated computer system have been used successfully in the UK since the 1060's.

Computer-aided-design systems are most likely to have their greatest immediate

impact on industrialized building system where repetition, economy and speed of

construction are emphasized. Comprehensive integrated systems developed so far

have some basic requirements such as:

From the building side:

" Design rules for location of components.

* Design rules for location of spaces, adjacencies,etc.

* Building description data base related to components, assemblies, sub-

assemblies.

* Evaluation and optimization criteria.

From the computer side:

* A graphic representation

" A data base structure which has efficient data factoring for ease of

access and multiple levels of access.
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e A high capacity for storage of building descriptions.

The integrated computer systems which have been developed so far such as

CEDAR 2 & 3 and CARBS (developed by the Liverpool University Computer-

Aided-Design Center), OXSYS and HARNESS (Applied Research of Cambridge),

SSHA (Edinburgh University CAAD Studies) are stand-alone computer systems.

They all encounter a major difficulty: managing the complex and large data base

that a complete building description requires. Data retrieval and processing used to

require considerable CPU time. Therefore it is a relatively slow and expensive

process.

State-of-the-art computer technology, especially through the means of optical

videodisc technology1 combined with microprocessors will allow a new approach for

handling such problems. In terms of data management issues, "data factoring" is

usually used to eliminate irrelevant repetition in different record fields of a building

description. For example, each element in a facade would have a fairly large amount

of data associated with it. It would be uneconomical to repeat this detailed

description when such an element is inserted one hundred times in a facade. It

would be more efficient to store one detailed description and just a list of locations

of instances which occur in the building. The concept of data factoring analog to

the mathematical term "highest common factor" can become extensively a "data

sharing resources". In other words, the combination of a microprocessor with the

videodisc will provide the two computer capabilities with substantially limited

computer power, such as:

* A large amount of data can be stored on the disc (the equivalent of 1000

floppy diskettes: 360 Megabytes).

1ef 2.4. Principles for use of an optical videodisc
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* A relatively rapid random access to that data, which is made possible by

the disc format.

Furthermore since this data base is terminal and computer system

independent, it is possible to have a portable system or shared resource system. For

example, a building system description can be accessed by different computer

systems.

1.2 Microcomputers and Their Capabilities

The evolution of computer technology is characterized by successive cycles

which are generally referred to as computer generations. Every new generation is

accompanied by the emergence of new component technologies, new types of

software, and new system designs (in terms of computer architecture ). The first

generation began in 1951-52. The hardware was operating at a relatively slow speed,

low reliability and a limited memory capacity as well as limited software. The

second generation began around 1959. The significant change in hardware

configuration resides in replacing the vacuum tubes that the previous generation of

machines were using with, transistors. Use of transistors reduced the physical size,

cost, power consumption and air-conditioning requirements for the machinery. More

software was also developed with a significant increase of memory. The third

generation started in 1965. Miniaturization of electronic circuits was improved by

replacing individual electronic components with electronic circuits. The fourth

generation, which started in 1971-72, is characterized by the interconnection of

numerous computers to form a large-scale computer network. , and the introduction

of relatively small and inexpensive minicomputers and microcomputers. A major

factor in the development of microcomputer technology is the development and

refinement of techniques for manufacturing miniature electronic silicon circuits.
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Microprocessor technology has reached the point "where tens of thousands of

electronic components can be fabricated upon a chip less than a quarter of an inch

square, at a cost of a fraction of a cent per component "2 Parallel to hardware

development, software development has evolved even more rapidly to the point that

shrinking costs seem to constitute the trademark for the computer business.

This analysis of current software development will focus on three main areas

of application:

* Computer-Aided-Design

* Data Analysis

* Computer Graphics and Image Processing

1.2.1 Computer-Aided-Design

The development of computer-aided-design started in the early 60s and has

been rapidly adapted to various fields such as civil, electrical, mechanical and

industrial engineering. The architectural application of CAD was largerly derived

from applications in engineering. In the US, discussions of the potentials of CAD

began to be published in the early 1960's. Significant contributors were Dawson in

1961, Eberhard in 1962, and Christopher Alexander in 1964, who published "Notes

on the Synthesis of Form". Alexander's book, the result of a PHD thesis , presented

a futurist computer-based method in architectural design. In 1970, Negroponte's

URBAN5 was designed to be an "Experimental Urban Design Pattern" 3 . The

concept of URBAN5 is related to the close interaction between the urban designer

and a machine. Therefore the technology of URBAN5 is based to a large degree on

2, Computer Architectural Design" W.Mitchell 1977

3cf Computer Graphics in Architecture Design, edited by Murray Milne. Published by the Yale

School of Architecture
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Artificial Intelligence. URBAN5 is designed so that the user can communicate with

it in simple English. The system would have the intelligence of asking for

users'input, checking input errors and generating architectural graphics. URBAN5

was one of the pioneering CAD system for architectural design implemented at MIT

(Architecture Machine Group), which is fundamentally concerned about man-

machine interaction.

Unlike pure engineering, the architectural design process has complex criteria

such as cultural and aesthetic criteria which are as equally important concerns as

structural, mechanical or technical specifications. However the design of a building

is based much more on informed decisions made on measurable or "quantitative"

criteria as on subjective decisions or "qualitative" criteria. A computer system is

undoubtedly the most appropriate means to deal with "quantitative" criteria.

Furthermore software development is more and more oriented now for designing

"expert systems" which is characterized by "the symbolic nature of the tasks it

performs, a broad and robust intelligence, an ability to rationalize and justify its

behaviour, a capacity to expand its range of capabilities and refine its skills, and

an ability to solve important problems involving complexity and uncertainty."4

Improving performance and decreasing the cost of computer systems, both in

terms of hardware and software, has made the world of CAD accessible to routine

architectural practice. %Chart 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 give a summary of the CADD software,

the basic hardware system required and the pricing as of March 1985.

4 "Building Expert Systems", edited by Frederick Hayes-Roth, Donald A. Waterman, Douglas
B.Lenat".
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1.2.2 Data Processing

Parallel with the development of the CAD system, a comprehensive integrated

computer system should also develop a systematic method for symbolic description

of a building. Data processing includes data base management and different

subroutines using this data as input file. Both procedures imply two types of data:

" A non-project specific type of data which refers for example to libraries

of parts of a building system structure or a catalogue of standard design

details . We will refer to this type of data as the Library Data Base. An

example of such can be a catalogue of structural components, or fixture

elements from a manufacturer.

* A project-specific type of data which refers directly to the project such

as a body of data which describes a proposed building. This second set

of data constitutes the input data file for data processing subroutines

such as a bill of quantities, cost estimates, structural analysis, etc.

Organization of data involves a clear distinction between physical and logical

structure. The physical structure is concerned with the data storage media (such as

core memory, disks, magnetic tapes, videodiscs etc.). It actually describes the

pattern of data in computer memory and its representations by means of physical

devices. The logical structure refers to relationships between data (stored as sets of

entities: e.g. files, records, fields.) which determine the different ways records can

be accessed by using the facilities of a programming language or a data base

management system. The logical structure requires relationships between attribute

categories at different levels of hierarchies and subsets. For example, a building can

be considered in a functional level as a set of functional entities (types of rooms in

an apartment in a building) or in a structural level as a set of subcomponents.

From one case to the other, different types of information have to be retrieved.
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A major concern for data base storage relates to the size of the data base .The

Library Data Base (e.g. Sweet's catalog) tends to be larger than the project data

base. The requirements for a data base management system must be the ability to

store data records in the system, the ability to retrieve them on demand, and the

ability to update them when necessary.

Merging videodisc technology and computer capabilities

innovative data base management system combined with an

system which utilizes prestructured image disks that are

computer data base system. Using the optical laser disk as

powerful innovation for several reasons:

" high-capacity of memory storage

* independence of physical structure and logical structure

" capability of computer graphics and image display

has made feasible an

information retrieval

controllable from a

a storage media is a

The later point will be discussed in the next section.

The project data base requires a different way of thinking for building

description data. It is necessary to conceive of the building as a collection of

discrete elements in order to develop a method for symbolic description. Different

categories of attributes have to be defined, according to the relevant application

program for which these data serve as input. For example, these attributes may be:

" Geometric: e.g., records would store informations on size, location, etc.

* Physical: e.g., weight, conductivity, structural tolerance,etc.

* Economic: e.g., cost, availability, etc.

e Image Processing: e.g., frame addresses on videodisc.
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1.2.3 Computer Graphics and Image Processing: the notion of

interactive data image file

Architects are especially interested in computer graphics techniques for

architectural drafting, the production of perspectives, sections, axonometries or

mapping. The animation of perspective scenes generated with computer graphics

have been developed in other fields such as engineering. The Architecture Machine

Group (MIT) has implemented an interactive video for real-time simulation of

aircraft and spacecraft landing and ship docking.

The basic components of an interactive computer graphics system are,

according to Newmann and Sproull (1074):

" Input devices which provide data and control commands

* Application routines which execute the application data structure

" Output routines which extract the necessary data in order to display the -

right pictures

* Transformation and clipping routines and the concatenation routines

which combine to execute the required transformations

" The display generator which converts the transformed and clipped

information into signals to drive the display

" The display itself which physically generates the picture

A closely related field of application is image processing, which means the

computer analysis of visual materials such as photographs. Typical applications of

image processing technology are analysis of earth satellite photographs to extract

data about land use, mineral deposits, etc.

A new application can be mentioned as the basis for a data image

management which will combine image storage in videodisc and image retrieval
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through a computer graphics package. Linking a videodisc with a microcomputer

creates a new visual dimension which constitutes a valuable architectural

visualization tool during the design process. It is no longer limited to final

presentation, but can help to optimize design decisions in all stages of the

architectural and design process. It will enable the architect to proceed

simultaneously with optical simulation (image processing with the videodisc) and

electronic simulation (computer graphics generation with CAD system). The first

simulation allows the user to view an animation sequence prestored on the videodisc

whereas the second simulation allows the user to generate various perspectives and

manipulate them interactively through a device such as a light-pen or a mouse.

Additional use of a digital decoder will enable the system to process the

images stored in videodisc. In that case not only slides of an actual built

environment or standard libraries can -be part of the data file but also vector

drawings can be stored on the videodisc and downloaded to the local computer

system for manipulation. The user, for example, will be able to build up a floor

plan using standard parts of any building construction manufacturer, stored as

vector drawings in the videodisc. The computer's memory can be filled from the

disc in any place in order to control specific sequences as viewer-movie interaction

unfolds.

1.3 Definition of Needs

The merging of video technology and computer capability has opened up a

new path for research in the field of potential application in architectural design.

Improving performance and decreasing the cost of micro-based computer systems

have made this current generation of microcomputers the most appropriate

applicable computer-based environment for architectural practice and education.
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Nevertheless there is not any software even in a micro-based environment

which is specifically designed for architectural applications. Response to this can be

undertaken at two levels:

" In education:

So far there is no clear structure of academic curricula which relates and

integrates computer techniques with teaching architectural design,

although the subject reflects an increasing development importance with

its appearance in university curricula, and a proliferation of conferences

and workshops.

" In professional practice:

As a professional group, architects still do not constitute a large or

important enough group of users for the software market in comparison

to engineering and scientific groups. Therefore, in currently available

off-the-shelf software there is not a single package which could handle

computer-aided-design, data analysis and processing, designed and

marketed for the specific purpose of architectural design.

The basic needs in the process of architectural design will be established in

this chapter. As a first step in the analysis of the practical application of computers

for architectural design, it is useful to break down the design process into different

tasks and functions which can be related to the rationale of a computer system.

There are basically three paths an architect should follow in a continuous

interactive way:

* The ability to generate graphic representation

* The ability to manage a data base

e The ability to do spatial visualization and simulation

This section is not intended to provide a theoretical basis for establishing a
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design methodology which is seen as a discipline in which the methods, procedures

and the techniques would be understood as the conceptional preparation of

activities. It is only an attempt to decompose the architectural design process in a

way in which computer-aided-design techniques can be effectively introduced. The

building design process can be viewed as an information process task. The

information which is expected to be provided should be both graphic and alpha-

numeric. The information processing involves the performance of various functions

and procedures which require data as input and will produce data as output based

on certain rules and assumptions. Examples of functions might be the design of a

building system, the generation of a site plan, the making of a bill of quantities or

cost estimates, etc.

Traditional design procedures are labor-intensive and tasks are executed with

simple equipment. Tasks are performed separately, for example, the architect will

design a project by working more on the qualitative criteria than the quantitative

criteria. The graphic representation phase is not concurrent to the quantitative

evaluation of the proposed project. Performance and cost analysis for example are

only performed once the schematic design synthesis is finalized. Continuous feed

back from one phase to the other is rarely performed. An alternative to the

performance of such functions by using a computer system can produce higher

quality results at a lower cost with higher speed. An integrated computer system

could link the graphic representation to the numeric data by using the appropriate

program, as well as, perform for example a cost analysis for each design sketch.
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Chapter 2

DESCRIPTION OF

THE INTEGRATED COMPUTER SYSTEM.

2.1 Principles of the system components.

The concept of such an integrated computer system is based on the interface

of modular components, using principally off-the-shelf software and micro-based

equipment. The fundamental requirements of the system for the process of

architectural design are the ability to generate graphic representation, store and

compute numeric information in a data base structure, and visualize contextual

images.

a) Representation

A CAD system with an extensive library of drawing functions will allow the

user to generate graphically plans, elevations, sections and details. These entities

can be represented on the screen and manipulated in terms of different

configurations, elements or space combinations.

b) Computation and Data Processing

Actual construction work needs a detailed description of the proposed building

or building system to be designed. This description generally is presented as a

database of numeric informations (for example: related to a bill of quantities,

technical specifications, cost estimates, structural analysis, and the like.)

c) Visual Information System

The visual information system uses the relatively new technology which allows
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an image file to be stored on a videodisc. The major advantages of such a system

are :

e High-capacity of memory:

It is possible to store more than 2 gigabytes (2 billion bytes) of digital

data on each side of a videodisc. The storage capacity of both sides is

equivalent to 5000 double-density floppy disks.

* Capacity of storing real-life images:

These images can be still (slides), moving pictures (videotapes), vector

drawings, computer graphics, collages, or simulations. In addition two

sound tracks allow the insertion of music, comments or instructions

associated with the display of the images.

Combining these three features, the proposed integrated system becomes a

powerful tool, tailor made for architectural education and practice. Such a system

will allow the user to work simultaneously on generating graphics, data processing

as well as spatial visualization. By combining the powerful microprocessor

technology with the videodisc's high-capacity of storage memory (which doesn't

require the computer power), the system offers great opportunity, being relatively

inexpensive. The system integrates AutoCad (as a CAD system) and Lotus123 (as a

data processing system) because both are versatile enough to allow interchanging

files with other programs.

Graphic and numeric data will be entered once in the AutoCad environment

(CAD system). A library of graphics data will be stored in AutoCad as drawing files.

Eventually as the project develops, this library of graphic data can also be stored as

vector drawings on videodisc and downloaded (through means of a data decoder) to

AutoCad for geometric manipulation. The videodisc is used because of its high-
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capacity memory (approxiamately 300 megabytes).5

Numeric data associated with each drawing file will be extracted and

transferred as a data file in a spreadsheet environment, Lotus123. This information

can then be manipulated through programs to provide video control subroutines,

bill of quantities, cost estimates and even structural analysis subroutines.

Interfacing with the image file stored on videodisc can be performed from

AutoCad or Lotus123, separately or simultaneously. The interface program to the

videodisc player can be written in the Lotus123 environment -which will play the

role of video control subroutines within the integrated system environment. The

input data necessary for the interface program is generated at the same time as

drawings are created in AutoCad. The interface structure can be shown

schematically in the following chart:

5 More detailed description of the videodisc technology is explained in section :Principles for use of
an optical videodisc player
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- - - - -- - -data decoder------ --- I

Such an interface will allow the user to simultaneously design a project while

viewing on a TV monitor an array of images associated to a library of parts, in

order to decide which component he is going to use. In other words, the CAD

system will also let him access an image data file. The video control display

program will also allow him to view an animation sequence accompanied with

narrative instructions at the speed he chooses; e.g., to stop on any image he is

interested in; to play back the sequence, etc.

The hardware configuration of the system has 4 major components:

1. A user input device, i.e. keyboard and digitizer (or mouse)

2. An IBM PC-AT (512K RAM) working with the operating system DOS

version 3.0, a digital memory and storage system, with:

* Asynchronous Communication Port 1 (to be connected with the
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digitizer)

* Asynchronous Communication Port 2 (to be connected with the

videodisc player)

* Parallel port 1 (to be connected to a printer)

* 2 monitor adapters

* 2 video displays

3. An optical videodisc player which acts as an image and sound storage

system containing analog memories of images (SONY LDP- 1000A)

4. A videodisc display, a cathode ray tube TV

The software requirements are:

1. Dos version 3.0 operating system

2. AutoCad, AutoDesk, Inc.

3. Lotus123, Lotus Development, Inc.

4. Wordstar (or any other text processor)

2.2 Principles for use of a CAD system

Before explaining more extensively the CAD system features, one has to put

forward the criteria based on which candidate CAD systems are chosen to be

integrated. In a micro-based equipment, the system should have an extensive set of

drawing primitives which allow flexibility and ease for use (for example it should

provide "macros" for customizing menus according to specific needs). It should also

provide the possibility for attribute definition and drawing interchange file

capabilities which make it potentially capable of being interfaced with other

systems.

AutoCad, from AutoDesk, Inc. meets perfectly these criteria. The following is
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a brief overview of AutoCad capabilities6 . AutoCad, as a drawing tool, provides a

set of drawing entities such as a line, circle, text string, etc. The user enters

commands to tell AutoCad which entity to draw. The user control with AutoCad is

implemented through:

" the keyboard, by typing the commands

" a light-pen, by digitizing the tablet

" a multi-button pointing device, by selecting from a sreen menu

Besides drawing entities, AutoCad provides also a set of functions which

allows the modification of the drawing by: erasing, moving, or copying to form

repeated patterns. A list of functions available is provided in the AutoCad user's

manual. An AutoCad drawing is a file of information which describes a graphic

image. The drawing entities are positioned according to the cartesian coordinate

system. The drawing can be stored in a form which can be processed by user-

written programs for interchanging files with other computer systems.

A drawing created with the basic drawing entities can be stored and

manipulated as a unit (block) in a drawing file. Such a block can be inserted in

another drawing so that the user can interactively construct a new drawing file

using the previous block as a drawing part. This feature allows the user to build up

his own library of parts.

AutoCad also has the layering capability which allows the user to view and

plot related aspects of a drawing separately or in any combination. The layering

concept is similar to the transparent overlays used in architectural drafting.

6 More extensive literature is found in the AutoCad users' guide, Sept.1984
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2.3 Principles for use of a data processing system

In practice, data processing refers to any kind of an analysis program which

uses the alpha-numeric information associated with the graphic representation. It

usually includes straightforward applications of the report generating facilities of the

data base system. This section will discuss the issues of data base management and

data analysis in the context of a given data processing system, which is in the case

of the proposed integrated system, a Lotus123 spreadsheet.

Data Base Management System

Different techniques are to be considered in a data base management system:

techniques for encoding, structuring and storing in computer memory.

The world of Lotus123 is characterized by its graphical format: a worksheet

which is similar to a financial ledger sheet ruled into rows and columns. Each of

the spaces of the worksheet (called "cells") can store a piece of information: a

number, letters, words or an instruction to calculate a value.7  The simplest

definition of a 123 data base is a list of information stored in a range of cells that

spans at least one column and two rows. Certain terms such as records and fields

have specific meanings in the language of a data base. A record is an individual

item in a list. The most common example is in the case of a phone directory, each

listing (name, address, phone number) is a record. In the case of a building

description, any element of the building treated as an ensemble of systems and

subsystems, is a record; e.g.,windows, doors, panels, etc. In Lotus123, a record is a

row and a field is a column. Each record (row) is made up of one or more cells.

Each cell is also a part of a field (column). Every field in a 123 data base must be

7 More extensive literature about the hardware configuration and user's interface with the software
can be found in the Lotus123 user's manual, edited by Lotus Development, Inc.
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given an unique name. All field names are entered in a single row across the top of

the data base.

Besides the fact of being already a data base management system, Lotus123

also has the capability of sharing data with other data base management system,

such as DBaseII for example. This facility is very useful because Lotus123 in fact is

not as good as DBaseII in storing fairly large data base but Lotus123 is definitely

more flexible in processing data. There are situations where primary data should be

stored in DBasII and only selected portions of the data base should be moved to 123

for various types of analysis and experimentation.

Data Base Analysis

The range of types of analyses that might be carried out at the feasibility

study stage of an architectural project are of course virtually unlimited and rather

diverse. Since different tasks on a project are undertaken by appropriate specialists,

the design which results is not the product of a single mind but of the contribution

of many. According to each user's viewpoint, different types of analysis have to be

carried on. For example, a structural engineer would be interested in structural

analysis programs whereas others might be more concerned with doing cost

estimation or bill of quantities. The capability of Lotus123 for implementing

structural analysis programs still must be explored. But it is definitely appropriate

for doing other types of analysis similar to cost estimation because Lotus123 has a

fairly large amount of built-in functions which could do basic calculations as well as

sensitivity analysis. The fact that Lotus123 is represented by a huge matrix or

spreadsheet facilitates the implementation of mathematical relationships between

the various elements of the matrix. Sensitivity analysis is the process of evaluating

the changes to the results of a model which is previously designed. For example in

the case of cost estimation, once a set of mathematical relationships has been built
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into the worksheet between the different data of a building, in terms of cost and

quantities, the worksheet can be recalculated for different sets of assumptions

(meaning in fact new input data) with amazing speed.

2.4 Principles for use of an interactive videodisc

The most important function in an interactive video system is random access

of data. This is the ability to access any segment of a pre-recorded video program

with speed and accuracy. The standard video disc commands include searching to a

specified frame #, playing successive frames forward or backward at specified rates,

freezing on a single frame, etc.

An optical (laser-based) video disc can store an enormous amount of

information in a small space. It is possible to store more than 2 gigabytes (2 billion

bytes) of digital data on each side of a video disc (appr. 54,000 images). To put this

phenomenal storage capability in perspective, it would take approximately 5000

double-density floppy disc to store 4 billion bytes, the amount of data that fits on

both sides of a single video disc. It offers both motion and freeze-frame

reproduction. It also has high-speed random access and the advantages of two

sound tracks. The optical reflective videodisc system operates by aiming the output

of a small laser through a lens at a mirror which redirects the light to a precision

objective. The precision objective focuses the light at a small pit etched beneath

the transparent surface of the disc. The light is modulated by the pit and is

returned by the same pathway where it is read by means of a photo detector. Each

pit is smaller than a particle of dust. The videodisc system being used in this

project is an industrial videodisc player such as a SONY LDP-1000.

In addition to this substantial information storage and retrieval capabilities,

the videodisc offers other benefits to users of interactive video systems. Interactive
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training allows users to learn at their own pace, skip over irrelevant material, and

repeat instruction as often as necessary without disrupting a class or group of

trainees.

The SONY LDP-1000 videodisc player reads video signals from a disc with a

beam of laser light rather than a tape head or stylus. It has the ability to access

any one of up to 54,000 frames per side in an instant ( appr. 3 seconds). It has also

an RS-232C communication interface providing easy and flexible connection to

external computers. Because it has a built-in Z-80 microcomputer, the LDP-1000

can be programmed to communicate with any external computer without any

external interface equipment for computer hookup, a feature not found in most of

the video disc players. User control is implemented through a key board or a

mouse.

In summary, lower cost hardware, clear single frame display, fast access time,

reverse motion, and durability are the major advantages of the videotape. Random

access and frame-by-frame selection of video imagery will allow unprecedented

technical control and automation of instructional presentations. The proliferation

of video-computer applications can be expected to include inexpensive portable

devices and interactive TV networks.

2.4.1 Functioning of a videodisc

Three video disc systems are available in the world:

1. The Laser Vision. Developed by N.V. Philips in Eindhoven, the

Netherlands, and MCA Inc. of Los Angeles, California. The Laser Vision

is an optical pickup system with a silvery, grooveless surface that covers

and protect the information-bearing layers underneath. In operation, a

laser shines through the surface layer onto the inner layer, where data is
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stored as either reflective areas or opaque pits. When the laser strikes

the inner layer, the beam is then reflected to a photodiode that detects

the presence or absence of light (such as binary OS and IS) and converts

this reading into electric current. (this is the video disc system we have

chosen to work on in our project.)

2. The Capacitance Electronic Disc (CED.) The CED was developed by

the RCA lab in Princeton, N.J. For playback, a diamond touches the

grooves as the disc spins. (Consequently, they are subject to the same

wear and tear as phonograph records.)

3. The High-Density Disc (VHID.) The VHD is being developed by the

Victor Co. of Japan (JVC) and is not on the market yet.

A common feature in all three systems is that they all use a plastic disc

rotating on a turntable. In each system, the player picks up information stored on

the surface of the video disc, and then converts it into signals for a television set.

Therefore the characteristics of a video disc player are determined by the nature of

the video disc upon which video programming is recorded.

Since our project will only use the laser optical video disc, this discussion will

focus on this system. In order to compare the video disc with the audio disc, we

could say that as a 12" diameter LP audio disc rotates at 33 revolutions/mn while

making only 990 revolutions, a 12" diameter video disc rotates at 1800

revolutions/mn while making 54,000 revolutions. This high recording density is

made possible by the use of a laser beam that is focused to form a spot of

approximately 0.00004 inches wide.

A schematic of the disc player system is shown in Fig.(2-1) 8 .

8 Frontiers in Education Conference. Miller 1978
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The recorded information consists of an NTSC Standard color video signal

and two independent high fidelity audio signals.

As previously mentioned, a video disc can hold up to 54,000 still pictures

corresponding to the 54,000 frame addresses. Each frame is provided with a digital

indexing tag, recorded in the brief interval between frames that occur once each

revolution of the disc. This tag is being placed while manufacturing the master

disc.

When a microprocessor is combined with the videodisc, the obvious goal is to

provide the two computer capabilities with substantially limited computer power,

such as:

1. large amount of data that can be stored on the disc (the equivalent of

1000 360 Kbytes floppy discs);

2. relatively rapid random access to that data that the disc format makes

possible.

2.4.2 Production of a videodisc

Producing a videodisc is done in 3 steps:

" preparing a premaster videotape;

" mastering a disc;

e making replicates of the disc.

Premastering is taking the assortment of source materials (slides, film, graphic

art and videotape) and editing them onto a one-inch helical videotape. Single sides

must be recorded on single frames of tape, and all titles and captions must be

added. Special encoding is required to allow access to individual videodisc frames.

The premastered tape is then sent to a videodisc manufacturer. The process

of making a videodisc is called mastering. Common to the three videodisc systems
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is the process which a program from a magnetic tape is recorded onto a master

metal disc. Plastic discs for the Laser-Vision optical pick up system are coated with

metal on one side, the recorded surface, and subsequently two discs are bonded with

the metal inside for protection.

For the CED and UHD system, carbon is added to discs to make them

conductive. A lubricant for smoothing the pick up and reducing wear is added to

CED disc. Fig.(2-2) 9 is a summary chart of these three systems.

Fig.(2-3) shows a representative film based premastery system.

From this glass plaque master, video disc replications are made for use on the

video-disc player.

9 IEEE spectrum, March 1982
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3. Input for Videodisc master.

Production sequences
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Figure 2-3:
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Chapter 3

IMPLEMENTATION:
CASE STUDIES

3.1 Building Sytems Design

3.1.1 Uses in Classroom

The proposed integrated computer system can be used as a teaching tool in a

building systems design studio. The CAD system (AutoCad) is simplified so that the

novice can use the program without difficulty. Within a given structural system, the

program presents the different steps through which the student should proceed.

Basic Concepts

The building may be seen as an assembly of subsytems consisting of the

following elements:

1. Structure and/or Support (Primary System);

2. Enclosure and/or external envelope. Partitions and space dividers

(Secondary System);

3. Service infrastructure, including conduits, ducts, and other networks

(Tertiary System); and

4. Supplementary elements (stairs, elevators, etc.).

As discussed in Chapter 1, the designer of a building faces two basic problems:

" The problem of specification (i.e. the nature of the system); and

" The problem of coordination (i.e. the rules of the system).

The nature of the system relates, for example, to the choice of the material
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and type of construction, the technology used, the sequence of assembly. And the

rules are derived from the nature of the system. These rules can be translated in

terms of design criteria, as functional and technical coordination.

Assumptions

1. Primary System or Support elements. The primary system is defined

by those elements of a building which are permanent, and structurally

required. The nature of the building system presented in this case study

is based on some simplified assumptions on the structural system,

principally its use of prefabricated columns, beams and floor slabs.

2. Secondary S/stem or "Infill" elements. The secondary system is

defined by those elements which, over the life of the building, may be

subject to change. It includes the non-structural external envelope,

interior partitions and dividers.

3. Tertiary Sytem or "Service" elements. The tertiary system could be

seen as a subsystem of the "Infill". It refers to the service infrastructure.

It is defined by elements such as mechanical, HVAC, electricity and

plumbing.

Each of those above cited systems is determined by a set of rules, in terms of

positional coordination. In practice, for the CAD user, these rules can be translated

as different options for positional grids. The rules would, for example, state that

the building system would only allow spans of 8'x 8'; 8'x 12' and 12'x12'. AutoCad,

by itself, will not prevent the user from accidentally placing a structural column

every 4' or 2', an obvious mistake. In this instance, the proposed computer system

would display different options of positonal grids which are the combinations of the

allowable spans. And the user will not be able to place any structural elements in a

position which is not acceptable within the technical specifications of the structural
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system.

3.1.2 Step-by-Step instructions for use of the system

The proposed computer integrated system introduces a new way to help the

novice to use the system in building design. In a certain way, the computer

program is designed to make AutoCad "transparent" so that the user will be led by

a step-by-step menu-driven process. The structure of the menu is based on the

criteria stated in section 3.1 (the problems of specification and coordination). It is

also related to the different steps a student would follow in practice. Basically, he

would work on interactively in three different graphic modes:

" Plan

" Elevation

" Axonometric

The visual information system integrated to the overall computer system

allows a fourth category of graphic expression. This later is referred to as VIDEO

on the menu. It relates to two issues:

First, a student usually has to face the difficult deadline for project reviews.

He can get nervous and might forget to show different points in front of the jury.

This part of the menu allows him to store a pre-set up demo for the purpose of

presentation and review. He can, for example, present an "automatic" demo of the

construction process he has gone through while designing his building.

Second, another feature of this menu allows the user to control directly the

videodisc display by pointing to commands such as

FSLOW (to play forward the videodisc)

FSTEP (To play forward in a very slow mode)
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FSCAN (To scan through the images of the videodisc)

STILL (To stop on one image)

INDEXON (To display the frame address)

INDEXOFF (To turn off the display of the frame address)

RPLAY (To play reverse)

RSLOW (To play reverse in a slow speed)

RSCAN (To play in a very slow speed)

In short, these commands allow the user to view the contents of the videodisc

in an interactive mode. These commands are placed on the screen menu area which

is shown in Fig.(3-1).
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The Setting

When the student sits in front of the terminal (see Fig.(3-2)) and starts to

work on one of the graphic modes (Elevation, Plan, Axonometric) -- let's say he

chooses the Plan option -- a new menu pops out on the screen and gives him the

option to work on (see Fig.(3-6)):

" The primary system

" The secondary system

" The tertiary system

Usually he would like to start designing his building by determining the

primary system. So he chooses the "Primary" system design option by touching the

screen through a pointing device (mouse or digitizer on a tablet). By choosing this

option, he would see on the screen menu (see Fig.(3-7)):

PRIMARY FLOOR PLAN MENU

GRID

LIBRARY

SESSION

exit

quit

UPDATE

SECONDARY

TERTIARY

LASTMENU

SYSTEMS

ROOTMENU
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Figure 3-2: View of the workstation
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The GRID command lets him access to a choice of grid options which define

the positional rules set up by the structural system. The LIBRARY command lets

him access to the libary of components of the structural system drawn in plan.

If at that point, he would like to finish, he has two options. If he wants to

save the current drawing file, he point to SESSION then exit. If he doesn't want to

save it, he points to SESSION then quit.

The UPDATE command is explained further on . Basically, it replaces sketch

drawings with more sophisticated drawings at a final stage of design.

- The SECONDARY command lets him access to the menu for designing the

SECONDARY system.

The TERTIARY command similarly lets him access to the menu for designing

the TERTIARY system.

The LASTMENU command returns to the previous menu options.

The SYSTEMS command brings him back to the top level of the SYSTEMS

menu.

The ROOTMENU command lets him access the AutoCad drawing functions.

For ease of use, the last three commands always appear in every submenu.

If he would like to keep on working, he would have first to choose the desired

grid in order to position his structural system. The GRID submenu gives him the

different grid options that the structural system allows him to work with. He would

see on the screen:
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PRIMARY SYSTEM

GRID Options

GR812

GR8812

GR81212

SETSCALE

GRID ON

GRID OFF

LIBRARY

PRIMARY

LASTMENU

SYSTEMS

ROOTMENU

SETSCALE allows him to select the scale in which he wants to work at,

according to the level of details he wishes. The function of the command will

basically set the drawing limits according to the scale of a site plan (1/32"=1'); of a

large building (1/16"=1'); of an apartment (1/8"=1'); or of a room (1/4"=1'); of a

construction detail (1/2"=1').

GRID ON and GRID OFF commands allow him to turn the positional grid on

and off as desired.

The PRIMARY command lets him jump back directly to the level of

PRIMARY floor plan menu. The deeper the user goes in the tree structure of this

menu, the more useful this command is in order to bring him back to the top level

of the branches. The chart at the end of this section shows clearly the tree

structure of the SYSTEMS menu with all the possible cross-references between
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branches. (see Fig.(3-3)). Fig.(3-4) shows the two sub-branches of the GRID option.

It is assumed that the user has no idea what the grid named GR812 is. So he

points to it in order to discover more about it. Informations about GR812 are

displayed as:

GR812

HELP

VIEW

SELECT

QUIT

GRID ON

GRID OFF

SETSCALE

LIBRARY

SYSTEMS

ROOTMENU

The HELP command will display on the drawing editor the characteristics of

the grid GR812 and instructions for use of the grid (see (Fig.(3-5)).

The VIEW command will search for an image file stored on videodisc, and

display it on the TV monitor. This image file can show more extensive instructions

about the grid. At a further stage of the development of the project, this command

will search for a vector drawing file, display it on the TV monitor and can be

downloaded to the user's drawing editor. The VIEW command prompts on the

command line

Type "Yu and ISELECT" in the screen menu or "N" and "QUIT".

This prompt tells the user that if he wants to select the grid he has been
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viewing to work with, he points to SELECT on the screen. The desired grid will

then be loaded on the drawing editor. If he doesn't want to select this grid, the

"QUIT" command will bring him back to the different grid options, so that he can

keep on viewing more grids and finally chooses that one he feels more appropriate

to the design of his building.

The GRID ON and GRID OFF, the SETSCALE, and the PRIMARY

commands are also available at this level of the menu for the user's convenience.

After he has chosen the desired positional grid, he would point to "LIBRARY".

LIBRARY command will bring him to the library of parts (drawn in plan) in

the structural system. The screen menu will display a list of component names. The

screen menu is (see Fig.(3-12)):

PRIMARY SYSTEM LIBRARY

Co6

Beam12

F1812

F1128

F11212

GRID

SETSCALE

SESSION

exit

quit

PRIMARY

LASTMENU

SYSTEMS
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In order to choose either of these components, the user would proceed in the

same way as before. Pointing to either one of the library parts lets him access to the

same mode for choice as for the grid options.

The HELP level for each library part will display on the screen a drawing

which indicates the insertion point of the element.

After he has finished placing the structural elements, he would go back to the

level of floor plan menu and start over, using the same process for placing the

elements of the secondary system. Finishing the secondary system, the student goes

to the tertiary system menu and proceeds in similar fashion.

After his floor plan is done, he will move on the elevation menu, which has a

similar structure with different grid options and library parts (drawn in elevation).

Similar instructions are displayed at the AXO. menu. Library parts are, of course,

drawn in an axonometric mode.

The system has also a very useful command, UPDATE, at the level of each

graphic mode submenu (ELEV, PLAN, AXO).(cf. Fig.(3-24)). This command is

used in case the student wants more sophisticated drawing features for the library

parts, such as different types of HATCHING. Such features take a lot of computer

memory in order to regenerate the drawing, and also are time-consuming. At a

sketch level, the student wouldn't want to spend too much time waiting for the

system to regenerate the hatches of 100 partitions inserted in his floor plans, for

example. This command, used at the end of each session, allows him to update all

his inserted components with a more sophisticated level of detail.

The following figures give some samples of the different sequences the user

goes through during the work session.
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Figure 3-6: Screen display of the Top level of the systems menu

Figure 3-7: Screen display of the Floor Plan menu
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Figure 3-8: Screen display of the HELP command in the GR812 menu

Figure 3-9: Screen display of the VIEW command in the GRID menu
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Figure 3-10:

Figure 3-11:

Screen display of the SELECT command in the GR812 menu

Screen display of the SETSCALE command when the grid GR812
is selected
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Figure 3-12: Screen display of the LIBRARY command
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Figure 3-13: Screen display of the HELP command for one structural column

Screen display of the VIEW command for the previous elementFigure 3-14:
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Figure 3-15: Screen display of the HELP command for one external partition

Screen display of the VIEW command for the previous componentFigure 3-16:
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Figure 3-17:

Figure 3-18:

Screen display when choosing the ELEVATION graphic mode

Screen display when choosing the SECONDARY system in the
ELEVATION graphic mode
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Figure 3-19: Screen display when choosing the GRID option

Screen display of the HELP command inFigure 3-20: the EGR1210 option
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Figure 3-21: Screen display when selecting SETSCALE 1/8"=1' for the grid
EGR1210

Screen display when viewing the library partsFigure 3-22:
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Figure 3-23:

Figure 3-24:

Screen display when inserting sketches of the library parts

Screen display of the UPDATE command. Each panel is replaced
by the final drawing of panels associated with attribute values.
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Data Processing

All the components the students have inserted in his drawings have some

attributes related to

CODE

LENGTH

HEIGHT

THICKNESS

MATERIAL

PERCENT OF OPENING RATE

NUMBER OF BRICKS / FACADE ELEMENT

NUMBER OF BLOCKS / FACADE ELEMENT

NUMBER OF PANELS / FACADE ELEMENT

COST

WEIGHT

TYPE

FRAME (Each element is associated with an image file, the FRAME

NUMBER refers to the FRAME ADDRESS of this file stored on videodisc).

Those attribute data are extracted from the AutoCad drawing and filed

directly as a text file with an .TXT extension. Then, this data file, renamed as a

.PRN file, can be sent to Lotus123 and processed with a subroutine, which will do

the cost estimates or the bill of quantities. A video control subroutine, programmed

with the macros in the spreadsheet, is also available to the user in order to view still

images, pre-programmed animation sequences at the speed he wants. The video
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control program is also menu driven. So far there are three menus available.

The first menu (cf. Fig.(3-30)) presents the general control display commands

of the videodisc player. To get access to this menu, the user holds the {ALT} key

and types N simultaneously. A 2-line text menu will pop out on the top part of the

computer screen above the spreadsheet. It looks like:

STOP PLAY RESET STILL REVERSE INDEXON INDEXOFFF

Under each option, there is a one-line text explaining the option he chooses.

For example , he would see for the STILL option:

STILL

Stop at image

The options are almost self explanatory.

In order to choose either of the options, the user places the highlit cursor on

the option and hits carriage return twice. The required informations will then be

displayed on the TV monitor screen, showing images from the videodisc.

The second menu (cf. Fig.(3-31)) allows the user to display a preprogrammed

sequence of still images (slides) and also to search for any random image if he knows

the frame address of the image he wants to look at. To get access to this menu, the

user holds the {ALT} key and types M simultaneously.

The menu looks like:

SYSTEM ASSEMBLY INITIALIZATION SEARCH

SEARCH allows the user to look at a specific image. He has to type in the

frame number which refers to the address of this image stored in the videodisc.

INITIALIZATION resets the program to the beginning of the sequence

SYSTEM ASSEMBLY will display a sequence of slides on the TV monitor.
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Those slides or images are stored in different places in the videodisc where the

frame addresses are not in sequence. (see Fig.(3-32)).

The third menu (cf. Fig.(3-33)) allows the user to display a preprogrammed

sequence of animation, whereas the previous one displayed only still images. To

access this menu, the user types Z while holding the {ALT} key. The menu looks

like:

SEGMENT1 SEGMENT2

If the user chooses SEGMENT1, a new menu comes out:

PLAY STILL REVERSE INDEXON INDEXOFF QUIT

He can then PLAY the animation sequence , stop at one image (STILL), play

reverse (REVERSE), put the the frame address on (INDEXON) or off

(INDEXOFF). After viewing the sequence, he chooses QUIT, which brings him

back to the previous menu and he can then keep on viewing another sequence.

The use of a pre-programmed segment, accompagnied with voice instructions,

can be used as a tutorial by the student, explaining, for example, the principles of

assembly of a structural system or the construction process, etc.

The figures in the following pages are samples of worksheets as displayed on

the computer screen as well as the associated images displayed simultaneously on

the videodisc TV monitor.
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Figure 3-26: Sample of a floor plan with attribute definition

Detail of a bathroom unit with associated attribute valuesFigure 3-27:
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Figure 3-28: Screen display of a facade generated with a combination of
prefabricated panels

Figure 3-29: Screen display of the Lotus123 worksheet showing
the alpha-numeric information extracted from the

previous drawing of facade
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Figure 3-30: Screen display of the worksheet with attributes and MENU 1

Figure 3-31: Screen display of the worksheet with MENU 2
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Figure 3-32: Screen display when selecting the SYSTEMS ASSEMBLY option

Screen display when selecting MENU 3Figure 3-33:
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3.2 Planning for Developing Countries

This case study elaborates on two aspects of the integrated computer system

described in Chapter 2.1

First, it demonstrates the capability of interfacing AutoCad with any

sophisticated model built with the Lotus123.

Second, is discussed the usefulness of such a system in a context of large scale

planning for development of Third World countries.

3.2.1 Principles of the system

This case is based on an affordability model developed for the World Bank by

Alain Bertaud. More extensive literature and technical references are available at

the World Bank (The "Bertaud Model" Urban Development Technical Paper #2.

Prepared by PADCO Inc., in collaboration with World Bank staff. Dec. 1981). It is

intended to address some specific issues of design and analytic criteria for low-

income housing alternative in the developing world, such as affordability criteria

involving:

* Calculation of space and infrastructure costs for different types of plot

layouts;

" Differential land pricing;

" Graduated payment loans; and,

" Analysis of subsidies and financial flows.

Based on the integrated computer system described in Chapter 2.1, this case

study will show how, and to what extent, the system can be used as a working tool

for architects, planners, and policy makers who want to design a master plan at a

large scale planning level and have continuous feedback from the drawing, both in
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terms of design criteria to the alphanumeric data and in terms of data management,

cost calculations or other calculations involved in the Bertaud Model. 10  The

integrated computer system adds up a CAD/CAM capability that is useful in a

context of site development for attaching design options (i.e. variation in location,

plot size, plot shape, infrastructure, location of social facilities) to variations in cost

(affordable cost constraints, variations in land pricing, etc.)

Drawings are generated in AutoCad. Each drawing is associated with attribute

names such as length, width, point of circulation etc. When the plots are put

together to create a block shape, those attributes will be entered, and their

corresponding values, will be entered by the user. The numeric data associated

with the block are then extracted from the AutoCad drawing and sent to the

Lotus123 spreadsheet in the form of a .PRN file.

3.2.2 Limitations

The principal functions of this system is to assist in analyzing options for the

supply and pricing of shelter and to assist in identifying the financial consequences

of alternative plot configurations for potential user groups and the government

agencies involved.

Although this system can be of considerable help in facilitating and

accelerating decision making during the design phase of project formulation and

appraisal, it does not pretend to give an optimal and exclusive solution for shelter

problems. When using the system, the designer should already have in mind the

human standards and lifestyle of the target groups for whom the project is designed;

for example, in some countries such as Bangkok, people would live happily in row

10uThe Affordability Program Submodel of the Bertaud Model programmed on IBM/PC" User's
Manual. Prepared by Marie Agnes Bertaud.
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houses in urban areas, whereas in arabic countries the patio-type housing is

preferred.

Another limitation is in the technical performance of the system itself. So far

it is not possible to have a feedback from the Lotus 123 spreadsheet to the AutoCad

drawing. As a result if numeric data were changed manually in the affordability

program,the drawing--for example the site plan--would not be updated

automatically with new plot configurations.

As explained in the "Bertaud Model" manual, the model has been designed as

an aid in identifying affordable solutions for each type of houselhold in a defined

cultural context and country. The type of questions'the model will help to answer

relates to:

1. Affordability: How much can specific types of low-income houselholds

afford to pay for shelter, and how can such type of shelter be financed?

2. Financial terms: How can interest rates, recovery periods or down

payments affect affordability.

3. Plot and housing design: What plot sizes are feasible within the

expenditures the households can afford? What types and standards of

infrastructure, community facilities (sizes) and housing (block

configurations) are feasible?

4. Cost recovery and project design.

5. Site selection: This issue is very much related to question 3: what

particular types of shelter solutions (plot sizes, building systems) can be

considered, given the land prices and off-site infrastructure associated

with a specific site.

As far as our system is concerned, the data transferred from the drawing

should deal essentially with question 3:
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According to those above cited issues, the Bertaud Model is made up of five

submodels which:

1. analyze the relationships amount the base variables in settlement

projects which have layout approximately a simple grid;

2. analyze the variables which affect circulation space and the cost of on-

site infrastructure in more complex layouts;

3. analyze the consequences of differential land pricing;

4. help to analyze the impact of graduated monthly loan payments which

reflect expected increases in household incomes; and,

5. make it possible to identifying the subsidies implied by alternative

settlement options, together with their institutional cash flow

implications.

Fig. (3-34) shows the structure of the program based upon the above

mentioned considerations.

Fig. (3-35) is a sample printout of the Affordability Model.

Part I: Land and Development Costs contain data related to question 2. It is

used to calculate space and the costs of on-site and off-site infrastructure for

selected types of project layouts.

Part II: Land Use of Pricing and Non-residential Land, contain data related

to 3. It is designed to examine the changes of differential land pricing of non-

residential land on the household incomes.

Part III: Pricing and Affordability of Residential Plots contain data related to

4. It is designed to examine the changes in plot configurations as well as the

consequences of graduated monthly loan payments by households with the payments

increasing each year over a designated period.
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LAND AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS
line----------------------------- Unit
number

input 6- Land cost $/M2
input 7- Site preparation .ecst S/M2

input 8- On site infrastructure cost / M2
input 9- Off site infrastructure cost S/ M2

OUTPUT 11-*AVERAGE DEVELOPMENT COST PER GROSS 3QU4RE METER
-------------- b-- -- f---:------- H--------------

LAND USE PRICING OF NON RESID.LAND

input IS- Total area of site
input 16- Percentage of circulation space

input 1i- of open space
input IS- Area occupied by schools .... . Sale price of schooi 3/M2

input 19- Commercial area .... . Sale price of commerc. 3/M2
OUTPUT 20-+Total residential area M! area
OUTPUT 21-+TOTAL NUMBER OF PLOTS un.t
OUTPUT a'-*Population density people/ha
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

OUTPUT 24-*AVERAGE DEVELOPMENT COST PER NET SQUARE METER s M2
-------------- :--b---------------------- -f--- --g---|---h-----------

PRICING AND AFFORDABILITY OF RESIDENTIAL PLOTS

input 23-Plot type
input 29-Monthly income per household 
input 30-Percentage of plots in each type S
OUTPUT 31-enumber of plots in eacn type uni

input 3-Plot si:e per type
input 33-Sale price per plot type S M2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
OUTPUT 35--TOTAL PRICE TO BE CHARGED PER HOUSEHOLD £

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

input 37-Percentage downpayment %
ut-eearly interest rate

input 39-Recovery period ,ears
--- ------------------------------------------------------------------ -------

IUT 4-MONTHLY PAYMENT PER HOUSEHOLD
OUTPUT 42--PERCENTAGE OF MONTHLY INCOME
inuz 43-Monthiy water charges
input 44-Other maintenance charges S
OUTPUT. 45-+TOTAL MONTHLf PAYMENT PER HOUSEHOLD
OUTPUT 46-+PERCENTAGE OF MONTHLY INCOME
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

COST RECOVERY

OUTPUT S--fAVERAGE PRICE RECOVERED PER NET SQUARE METER
OUTPUT S1-..AVERAGE DEVELOPMENT COST PER NET SQUARE METER ; M2

OUTPUT 32 -+SURPLUS OR -EFICIT AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PROJECT COST '
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3-34: Data required as input in the Affordability Model
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Part IV: Cost Recovery is related to c and d. It shows whether the input data

would induce any deficit or surplus and calculates the break even point.

Part V: Percentage of Circulation. It contains data related to b and

calculates the percent of circulation space in a given block configurations.

Part VI: Community Facilities. It is designed to check if the area for schools

and other facilities correspond to the urban norms imposed for this type of

development.

Part VII: Alternatives to Break Even. It identifies the level of base costs for

individual project components (land and on-site infrastructure) which would have to

be achieved to make the project affordable for the target groups and at the same

time to break even. To break even one may choose to:

" change the cost of on-site infrastructure;

" change the land base cost; or,

" change the land sale price.

3.2.3 Description of the Case Study

This case is an illustrative example of the capability of the integrated

computer system to perform simultaneous updates of different configurations of site

plans, with cost analysis related to affordability issues. The computer system model

allows the planner, while designing a site layout, to calculate the associated space

and infrastructure costs, differential land pricing and to analyze subsidies and

financial flows using the "Bertaud" model. The graphic representation of the

different plots is generated with AutoCad. A library of different types of plots is

available for the user. The Affordability Model allows iterations of different types

of plots up to 10. But this case will only present 4 types of plots, namely Plot1,

Plot2, Plot3 and Plot4. See Fig.(3-36).
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Each plot in the CAD system is associated with 9 attributes which can either

be constant or variable according to the user's needs (see Fig.(3-37)):

" CODE

" TYPE

" WIDTH

* LENGTH

" MONTHLY INCOME/HOUSEHOLD

* PCT OF PLOT TYPE

* DEVELOPED LAND PRICE/NET SQUARE METER

" SUPERSTRUCTURE COST/PLOT

" OTHER COST/PLOT

The first 4 attribute values (CODE, TYPE, WIDTH, LENGTH) are made

constant for reasons of consistency with the graphic representation. But the others

are made variable and subject to the user's input. The user can therefore biuild up

his site plan by inserting these 4 types of plots in any desired configuration: While

inserting these plots, the user will be asked to input the desired value for attributes

5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. For example, the system will prompt on the command line:

"What is the monthly income/household associated with Plot1?"

The user then types in the desired value. Once a typical configuration

arranged with a combination of the desired plots is drawn, the user can multiply the

block with the command ARRAY (explained later in the section).

Graphic Representation

The physical setting of the workstation is very much similar to the one

described in Section 3.1. The user types DESIGN which calls up on the computer

screen the right program he needs in order to start working on the site plan he
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Figure 3-36: Screen display of the library of plots

Figure 3-37: Screen display of the attributes associated with each plot
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wants to create. The program loads the menu called DESIGN on the AutoCad

drawing editor (described in Section 2.2). The screen menu looks like:

DESIGN

MENU

Plot Options

PLOT1

PLOT2

PLOT3

PLOT4

SETSCALE

ARRAY

COPY

MIRROR

LASTMENU

ROOTMENU

This menu presents the different types of plots available in the library.

(Plot1, Plot2, Plot3, Plot4). The commands such as ARRAY, COPY and MIRROR

are part of the AutoCad built-in drawing functions which facilitate duplication of

blocks created within the drawing. They are very useful commands for generating

geometrically regular pattern of plots.

The ARRAY command allows the user to make multiple copies of selected

objects in a rectangular or circular pattern. Each resulting object can then be

manipulated independently.

The COPY command is less powerful than the previous one. It lets the user to

copy selected objects, one at a time.
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The MIRROR command allows the user to make mirror images of existing

objects, either by deleting the original objects or retaining them.

Choosing either of the above commands brings to a submenu which specifies

the format of each command. The LASTMENU and ROOTMENU command are

used to navigate between the menu branches. LASTMENU brings back the menu

previously selected. ROOTMENU brings to the general AutoCad drawing menu.

Selecting either type of the plot options brings up a submenu which looks like:

PLOT 1

HELP

INSERT

SETSCALE

ARRAY

COPY

MIRROR

LASTMENU

ROOTMENU

The HELP command, when selected, displays informations about the size of

the Plot and instructions of how to insert it as an object in the drawing.

The INSERT command allows also the user to input the desired values for the

attributes described earlier inthis section.
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Data Processing

After the user has finished designing the site plan, the computer stores the

graphic representation in two files: the drawing file and the data file. The drawing

file stores the drawing data base which describes the geometric relationships

between drawing entities. The data file stores the user's alpha- numeric data as a

text file, in the format .TXT. After renaming this text file into a .PRN file, it can

be read by Lotus123. 123 will then store this alpha-numeric data in its worksheet.

A macro which is described below will input these data in the Affordability Model.

When the Affordability Model is loaded on the computer, the user types M while

holding the {Alt} key, one will see on the screen a new menu which looks like:

MENU1 MENU2 MENU3 MENU4 MENU5 MENU6 LOTUS

To choose either one of the menu options, the user places the highlit cursor on

it and hits the carriage return. One line of text explains the function of each menu.

MENU1

Reset values for income/household

MENU2

Reset values for Plot/Type pet

MENU3

Reset values for developed land

MENU4

Reset values for superstructure cost

MENU5

Reset values for other cost

MENUS

Recalculation
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LOTUS

Return to Lotus operations

The above different options will input the new data file in the corresponding

section of the Affordability Model. (Part III:Pricing & Affordability of Residential

Plots). The user then can do sensitivity analysis and iterations to break even

developed land cost according to given assumptions, with the various built-in

functions of the Affordability Model.

This case shows basically one of the numerous potential applications of how to

take advantages of a CAD system drawing capabilities for doing data processing.

The following figures are samples of the screen display showing the various

menus described with the Affordability Model spreadsheet.
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Figure 3-38: Screen display of a typical block configuration

Screen display of the attribute values from a site planFigure 3-39:
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Figure 3-40: Screen display of Menu 1

Figure 3-41: Screen display of Menu 2
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Figure 3-42: Screen display of menu 3

Figure 3-43: Screen display of menu 4
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Chapter 4

POTENTIAL OF THE SYSTEM:

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A few lessons have been learned from developing this integrated computer

system. It was especially helpful to define more precisely a certain number of

criteria for choosing any CAD system as well as a Data Processing system to be best

suitable for integration.

For the CAD system

It should have :

" A rather powerful layering capability which is used to group associated

components of a drawing. Such a feature gives the flexibility of

independence in terms of assigning specific colour, linetypes or modes of

display. For example in the case study 1ll, in a floor plan, the columns,

beams, floor slabs, exterior partitions, interior partitions are respectively

in five different layers assigned to meaningful names, e.g. Column,

Beam, Flslab, Extwall, Intwall.

" A "Snap" capability which is useful to draw with very accurate

dimensions. The "Snap" resolution, in fact, defines the spacing of a

given grid and all the screen crosshairs as well as input coordinates are

locked to the nearest point on the grid.

" An attribute definition and extraction capability which allows to input

alpha-numeric information at the same time as the drawing generation.

11cf Section 3.1.2
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* A drawing interchange file capability in order to use the AutoCad

drawings in other CAD system.

* A programming language capability. The latest version of AutoCad 3.0

with the 3-D capabilities include an efficient programming language

whose structure is close to the programming language LISP. It allows

the definiton of variables, string functions and conditional expressions

which are very useful when research is oriented to "Expert Systems".

Data Base System

It should have:

" A data structure capability which can read a data file already created in

any other computer system.

" A wide range of arithmetic functions and a built-in programming

language.

Obviously "more" and "better" can always apply to any portion of the

system, but there are essentially three points which need further development:

1. Digital data decoding

2. Multi-tasking capability

3. User's input interaction

e Further development on such an integrated computer system should be

oriented towards the capability of the Visual -Information System for

storing digital data. The potential capability for decoding digital data

will enable the system to store vector drawing files which can be

downloaded to the local computer system and be manipulated within

AutoCad. Linking the videodisc with the microcomputer already gives a

new and valuable architectural design tool, for the practitioner.

Additional use of the digital decoder will enable the system to process
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the images stored in videodisc. In that case, for example, the user will be

able to build up his own floor plan using standard parts of any

construction manufacturer, stored as vector drawings in the videodisc.

* Another area which should also be explored is related to moving from

the AutoCad environment to the Lotus environment. A multi-tasking

program could be used in this case. It would allow the user to run the

video control programs through Lotus123 (for example, the program

would display a sequence on structural assembly accompanied with

instructions) while working simultaneously on a construction detail.

e Integrating three stand-alone programs faces the problem of discomfort

from the user. Improving the user's interaction should be a major

concern. The use of an "intelligent" digitizer (PENCEPT) which has

the ability for pattern recognition is an option which should be explored

along the line of this research project.

The data processing aspect within the Lotus123 environment, besides the

video control subroutines, is useful for developing a structural analysis subroutine

which could use as input data file, the attribute values entered at the same time as

the graphic generation in the computer. Those data will be extracted directly from

the AutoCad environment, as explained in the earlier sections.

The integrated computer system presented in this thesis is not yet a complete

architectural design tool. Although it is a promising aid for the architect, more

research still has to be undertaken in order to have it actually help the designer in

making decisions about details of the ways things are put together; for example, the

exact nature of a connection between two spaces, or the exact nature of a structural

connection. It is hopeful that the programming language provided with AutoCad

2.1 can be used in order to make the computer know that the geometric figures
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drawn on the screen are meant to be living environment.

It is also predictable that one component of the integrated system, the Visual

Information System, associated with the capability of digital data decoding, holds

tremendous potential in changing the traditional way of storage media of a given

data base. Nevertheless this technology is still not popularized enough to be

adopted by most industrial or construction firms domestically on internationally.

The main reason for it is the hardware cost and its disponibililty (cost of a videodisc

player is approximately US $ 15,000 and cost of a videodisc production can vary

from US $ 300 to US $ 5,000). But more than any economic reason, suspicion arises

deeper from human behaviour because the videodisc technology involves a drastic

change in the way people perceive visual information. To some extreme limits, it is

similar to telling people to trade paper books with electronic books; in other words,

it would be like asking people to give up the act of flipping pages of a book, feeling

the texture of the paper for interacting with a screen through a computer keyboard

or any pointing device. Any kind of computerized simulation can be very

fascinating and convenient but still can be to some extent very dangerous, because

it has the potential to reduce greatly, human physical sensitivity. For example, a

pilot who exercises in an enclosed room through a computer simulation of aircraft

landing or bombing would not have much sense about physical harm and the impact

of bombing. Everything would look like so simple: destroying a city and human

lifes would just mean pressing a button. Similar examples could be applied in

architecture. Visualizing an architectural space through three dimensional

simulation on a computer screen is far removed from actually feeling the ambiance

of it. Although one can argue that in the traditional way of designing and drawing

it is even more difficult to perceive a space until it is built. Some buildings could be

wonderful on paper but once constructed total failure and quite unliveable.
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The future of architecture in this computer age is not grim. More and more

research is oriented towards this area. But one should keep in mind it is one of the

most difficult task to try to replace the designer with the computer. Most likely

and hopefully the computer should remain a human slave and not the opposite.
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Appendix A

USER'S DOCUMENTATION

This section serves as an User's guide for using the system described in case

study 1.12

1. Necessary hardware connections

1. Connect the videodisc player to the COM2 of the computer with an

RS-232C cable.

2. Connect the TV monitor to the videodisc player.

3. Connect the digitizer to COM1 of the computer with an RS-232C cable.

4. Connect the video display and the keyboard to the computer system

unit.

5. Make sure to turn on the power for each of the system components

(videodisc player, TV monitor, computer) and to put the videodisc in the

videodisc player.

Fig.(A-1) describes the front panel of the videodisc player13

Fig.(A-2) describes the rear panel of the SONY LDP- 1000A.

Fig.(A-3) describes the different locations of cable connections to the TV

monitor and the computer system unit.

2. Loading the program

It is assumed that the AutoCad and Lotus are already installed in their proper

1cf Section 3.1

13ef Operating Instructions of the Videodisc player SONY LDP-1000A, published by Sony Corp.
1983
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Disc compartment lid

POWER button

Indicating lamps

Control unit

I!
L

OPEN button

Ante

PHONES

ELEASE button

COMMAND SENSOR

REMOTE jack

nna selector

jack

Figure A-1: Description of the front panel of the SONY LDP-
1000A -

14
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VIDEO OUT connector

VHF IN connector

VHF OUT connector

TV connector

EXT CPU ON/OFF switch

SC/SYNC INT/EXT switch

I EXT connector

AC OUT
connector

POSITION controls

RF CHANNEL
selector

AC power cord

IN connector

-TRACKING control

FOCUS control

Figure A-2: Description of the rear panel of the SONY LDP-
1000A
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When connecting a monitor
equipped with an 8-pin
connector
(Input select switch to VTR)

When connecting a monitor
not equipped with an 8-pin
connector

TV

(Input select switch to LINE)

*When connecting, align the
plug with the connector and
insert. -

When disconnecting, press
the buttons on the plug and
pull.

** Align the slot with the
projection, insert and tighten
the knurled locking ring
clockwise.

Figure A-3: Description of the cable connections of the videodisc
player
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directories in the hard disk of the IBM PC-AT being used. When the user sees the

Dos 3.0 prompt C>, he types "A:" and hits carriage return then he types

"SYSTEMS" and hits carriage return. SYSTEMS is the name of the batch file

which loads the necessary files stored in the high-density floppy diskette in drive A

into the appropriate directories of the drive C in order to run the program. There

are five different types of files which are necessary for the AutoCad software:

1. Drawing files (their format is "filename.DWG").

2. Script files (their format is "filename.SCR").

3. Slide files (their format is "filename.SLD").

4. Text files (their format is "filename.TXT").

5. Menu files (their format is "filename.MNU").

There are two different types of files which are necessary for the Lotus

software:

1. Print fileg (their format is "filename.PRN").

2. Worksheet files (their format is "filename.WKS").

The batch file will also directly put the user in the AutoCad drawing editor

with the appropriate menu loaded. The name of the latest is SYSTEMS. The user

will then proceed as explained in Section 3.1.2.
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